Mailing Supplies/Accessories

Mail Openers/Extractors

§ Postmatic
CATEGORY: Mailing Supplies/Accessories
PRODUCT: Seal-Tight Concentrate
COMPANY: Postmatic, 9405 Holly St NW Ste D, Minneapolis, MN
55433 Phone: (763)-784-6046. Email: info@postmatic.net Contact:
Sales. Web: www.postmatic.net.

DL Series Letter Openers

§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Mail Openers/Extractors
PRODUCT: DL 200 Letter Openers, Omation® 210 and 410 Series
Envelopener® Mail Openers; Omation 306 Series Mail Openers & Sorters
COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com
DL 200 LETTER OPENERS: Pitney Bowes offers a range of solutions
to improve your inbound mail opening and sorting processes. The DL200
Letter Opener automatically opens up to 250 letters per minute. Its compact tabletop design handles mail pieces of varying dimensions and thickness, while ensuring operator safety with its shielded cutting mechanism.

Postmatic Seal-Tight Concentrate
DESCRIPTION: Seal-Tight Concentrate is the most cost-effective solution to solving troubled sealing problems. Concentrate to mix with
your tap water and activate any water activated glue adhesion to ensure
positive sealing and quicken dry time to speed handling. With a mixing
ratio of 32-1, Seal-Tight Concentrate is very economical and eliminates
the costly expense of shipping pre-mixed wetting solutions. Available in
9 – 4 oz Packs, ½ Gallon, 1 gallon, 5 Gallon & N15 gallon Containers.

OMATION® SERIES 210 and SERIES 410 ENVELOPENER®
MAIL OPENERS: The Series 210 and Series 410 offer fast and simple
inbound mail automation with performance and features found in a

CONTACT: For details call (763)-784-6046, visit www.postmatic.net
or email: info@postmatic.net.

§ SupremeX Inc.
CATEGORY: Mailing Supplies/Accessories
PRODUCT: SupremeX Envelopes, Mailers, Packaging
COMPANY: SupremeX Inc., 7213 Cordner Street, LaSalle, Quebec
H8N 2J7 Tele: 1-800-361-6659 Web: www.supremex. com
ENVIRO-LOGIX™ FLAT MAILERS: Our Enviro-LogiX™ Flat
Mailers provide dimensional stability with a rigid construction and
‘X’ shaped scoring pattern on the back for improved contents
protection. They are made from FSC® certified white paperboard, are
100% recyclable and feature a Peel ‘n’ Seal closure & E.Z. Open Tear
String.
CUSTOM & STOCK ENVELOPES: Supremex offers hundreds of
stock envelopes and limitless options for your custom envelopes. From
standard #10s to interactive envelopes like our Integrated and Extended
envelopes your mailing options are limitless with SupremeX! We manufacture any size imaginable and offer creative windows, perforations
and shapes to increase your customer involvement.
See Supremex listing in the Envelopes/Mailers section.
CONTACT: Call 1-800-361-6659 or visit www.supremex.com.

Omaton 410 Series Envelopener
high-end envelope openers. Automatically open up to 400 envelopes a
minute with mixed mail thicknesses and sizes to be fully opened edge to
edge.?The Series 410 adds an integrated inkjet printer allowing for date
and time stamp audit trails and a unique sequence number for traceable
mail. No jogging or tamping of mail is required. The unique milling design helps protect the contents of your critical incoming mail.
OMATION 306 SERIES LETTER OPENERS: Pitney Bowes now
offers a fourth solution to improve your inbound mail opening and sorting
processes. The OMATION 306 and 306S are designed for high volume
mailrooms that require speed and flexibility. Its improved milling cutter
removes chips as small as 0.25mm from the envelope edge for safe and
secure extraction. Plus, the new operator control software allows for optimal flexibility and simple job setup. With breakthrough speeds up to
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Mail Openers/Extractors
40,000 envelopes per
hour, the OMATION
306 reliably opens envelopes more efficiently than any option
in the industry.

Parcel/Mailbox Lockers
§ QUADIENT
CATEGORY: Parcel/Mailbox Lockers
PRODUCT:Parcel Pending by Quadient

OPTIONS: Omation
series letter opens offer
an optional High-Speed
inkjet printer which
prints a variety of cus- Omation 306 Series Letter Openers
tom strings, date & time,
sequential numbering & ID Tag barcodes. It prints up to four lines. Also
available is an optional Statistics Report printer which prints a variety of
statistics reports for monitoring machine throughput and overall performance metrics.
CONTACT: For more information call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com.

COMPANY: Parcel Pending by Quadient, 475 Goddard #150, Irvine,
CA 92618. Phone: 800-636-7678.
DESCRIPTION: Parcel Pending by Quadient is an industry-leading
provider of package management solutions for residential, commercial,
retail, and university properties. Parcel Pending lockers are a smart, secure, and self-service solution designed for both deliveries and retrievals.
The easy-to-use interface enables businesses to track parcels delivered
using the system and notify recipients of delivery in real-time. Pick-up
takes a matter of seconds and users can access their deliveries at their convenience 24/7. With more than 3 million users served, Parcel Pending offers a wide range of indoor, outdoor, and refrigerated solutions to support
all delivery types and sizes. Parcel Pending will partner with you to design system configurations and workflows that meet your unique business needs and design requirements (including custom designs and color
wraps).

§ Tritek Technologies, Inc.
CATEGORY: Mail Openers/Extractors
PRODUCT: Tritek Sorting & Processing Equipment
COMPANY: Tritek Technologies, Inc., 1-B Medori Boulevard,
Wilmington, DE 19801. Phone: 302-239-1638.
Tritek systems can extract inbound documents or payments. See Tritek's
listing in the Incoming Mail Sorters section.
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Parcel/Mailbox Lockers

Step 1 – Place parcel into the locker.
Recipient instantly notified of delivery
via email/SMS/mobile app.

§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Parcel/Mailbox Lockers
PRODUCT: ParcelPointTM Smart Lockers
COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com

HOW IT WORKS: Parcel
Pending by Quadient smart
lockers
can
alleviate
crowded mailrooms and
eliminate multiple delivery
attempts. Plus, users can
pick up packages at their
convenience, 24/7. Recipients are automatically notified via text, email, or mobile app when a parcel arrives. The recipient enters
their access code (or scans a
barcode) for contact-free access to their delivery.
FEATURES: Parcel Pending solutions provide total
security for deliveries and
reduce risk of theft; ensure
100% chain of custody with
automatic logging of each
delivery
and
pick-up;
streamline the delivery process and reduce the space
needed to accept deliveries;
support any user with ADA
compliant design; allow for
seamless integration with
existing software systems
and tracking platforms via
open API; include photo
capture and signature-required option for additional
security; allow for 24/7 contact-free package accessibility; provide choice of email,
text, or mobile app notifica-

DESCRIPTION: ParcelPoint Smart Lockers from Pitney Bowes are the
simple, modern solution to manage evolving package, mail and asset delivery demands. They increase efficiencies while providing a safe,
secure, convenient delivery experience. With preconfigured and
customizable locker designs available, we have a solution to fit your
specific volume, space, layout and
workflow requirements. Plus, our
smart lockers seamlessly integrate
with receiving software, including
SendSuite® Tracking solutions,
ensuring you receive and deliver
PB Intelligent Lockers
with ease.

Step 2 – Recipient enters access code or
scans barcode.

CONTACT: For more information on ParcelPoint Smart Lockers, call
877-682-7687 or visit pitneybowes.com/us/lockers.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-636-7678 or visit
parcelpending.com.

Step 3 - Parckage retrieved.
tion for passcode.
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